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The Central, South - Eastern European architecture market is opening its
doors at SHARE Architecture Days - the ultimate trade show for the business
of architecture.

Architects, investors, architectural services providers will all virtually meet
between March 16th - 19th 2021. An event created to provide an opportunity
for architects to present their work and studio, and for investors to find the
right designer for their project.

SHARE Architects Days Concept

SHARE Architects Days is the first trade show event dedicated to presenting and promoting

architecture offices to potential investors and clients of architectural services. The main focus will be

on the virtual exhibition and the booths of various architecture studios, whilst the rest of the

program will include specialized technical presentations, case studies, leadership and office

management lectures. The content of the event is built up to offer knowledge and valuable

information to both representatives of architecture offices and investors through direct

communication and contact between participants.

 4 days specialized in Educational and Cultural Architecture, Healthcare and Public

Architecture, Hospitality and Workplace Architecture, Residential Architecture;

 a virtual exhibition of architecture studios from Albania, Bulgaria, Bosnia - Herzegovina,

Cyprus, Checz Republic, Greece, Hungary, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Poland,

Republic of Moldova, Slovakia, Slovenia, Serbia, Romania;

 addressed to architects, investors and providers of architectural solutions;



On this line of thought, the event will be hosted on an online dedicated platform on which registered

participants, exhibitors, and speakers have access among many others to networking tools, 1 on 1

video meetings and speed networking tables.

Florin Mindirigiu, Founder of SHARE Architects:

“The concept of SHARE Architects Days was created based on the surprising results of the study

conducted by SHARE Architects on the degree of knowledge of the role of the architects and how to

choose one, based on a sample of potential beneficiaries of architectural services in Central and

Eastern Europe. At the same time, we believe that there is an unused potential of expression in the

architectural profession in Central and Eastern European region and that architects could benefit

from more representativeness on a European and global level achieved through proper means of

communication and networking. Based on these premises, we have launched SHARE Architects Days

where we aim to virtually bring together a large part of the architecture offices from the countries of

The Central, South - Eastern European where SHARE Architects is present. “

Sections

The event is divided into 4 thematic days:

Day 1- Educational and Cultural Architecture;

Day 2- Healthcare and Public Architecture;

Day 3- Hospitality and Workplace Architecture;

Day 4- Residential Architecture;

The daily program will begin with a speed networking session that brings together participants and

exhibitors interested in the topic of the day, a session that aims to break the ice and begin

connections that can carry on during and after the rest of the event.

The conference program will include daily Tech talks, Case Studies, Debates, Sector overviews and

keynote lectures in correlation with the topic of the day.

Registration

Digital passes and the packages for the virtual booth can be acquired at www.days.share-

architects.com

SHARE community members benefit from a 20% discount on certain packages. To become a member,

access www.membership.share-architects.com

http://www.days.share-architects.com
http://www.days.share-architects.com
http://www.membership.share-architects.com


About SHARE Architects

The SHARE Architects Forum has created in the past 24 years an essential networking platform for

professionals in the AEC (architecture, engineering, and construction) industries from Central and South

Eastern Europe. The forums create an efficient platform for getting in contact with and understanding the

diversity of the contemporary architectural phenomenon. Presently, the SHARE events are held in 15

countries from Central and South Eastern Europe and the SHARE Community has over 50.000 members

worldwide.

For customer service, bookings, and sponsorship opportunities please contact us

at share@abplusevents.com.
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